
For the racer and cruiser – an update on what 
is out there! 



 Tracking and Race Replay 

 Navigation and Chart Plotting 

 Weather 

 Instrument integration 



 Race Qs 
◦ Log position data and upload to a player online 

◦ www.raceqs.com 

 Predict Wind Tracking 
◦ Real time tracking for friends and family 

 

http://www.raceqs.com/


 Navionics 
◦ World leader in cartography  

 Ship Finder 
◦ AIS integration 

 World Tides 
◦ Tide Tables by location 

 Compass Eye 
◦ Augmented Reality compass app 

 

 



 Wind Speed 
◦ Anemometer using your device’s microphone 

 Vavuud wind meter 
◦ Add-on anemometer for device with app 

integration 

 Pocket Grib 
◦ Mobile Grib Viewer 

 Wind Guru/Predict Wind 
◦ Weather forecast apps 



 iNmea Logger 
◦ Logs nmea data from a multiplexer – used as a 

debugger 

 Nmea remote 
◦ Turn your device into a repeater display 

 iRegatta Pro 
◦ Tactical navigation program that integrates with 

instrument system 

 iNav X 
◦ Tactical navigation program with charting 

functionality, that integrates with instrument 
system 

 



 Raymarine 
◦ Raymarine has pushed into the app market and 

have released various apps for devices that 
integrate with their systems using wifi 

 B and G/Simrad (Navico) 
◦ Navico is one of the instrumentation powerhouses. 

They produce the B and G systems as well as the 
Simrad hardware 

◦ Both have their own apps that integrate devices and 
hardware using wifi connectivity 

 

 



 Garmin 
◦ Garmin have released BlueChart Mobile that 

integrates with their brilliant Quatix watch as well 
as their hardware. 



 ISAF 
◦ ISAF Racing Rules of Sailing 2013 – 2016 
◦ ISAF Equipment Rules of Sailing 
◦ ISAF Resources 

 SkyView 
◦ An app to help you reference the stars you see 

 Marlow Rope 
◦ Useful guide when deciding what rope you need for a job 

(iPhone only) 

 Compass/Spirit Level 
◦ Use your iPhone’s inbuilt compass as a spirit level too! 

 The Captain’s toolbox 
◦ An all-in-one reference app for anything boating 

related. 


